
 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Through….. 

Loving learning, loving each other and loving life itself 

AGAPE: The Good Samaritan (Luke 10: 25-37) 
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Hello and welcome to the new Nature Edition of the Heron Times produced every fortnight for 

the pupils of North Curry Primary School by Ms Harris and the ‘Media Club’ Faith, Maisie and 

Chloe from Shark Class. Mental Health Awareness Week will take place from 10-16 May 2021. 

The theme is 'Nature' so we have looked at the ways we explore nature at school.   

Ms Harris & Team. 

Charlie in Shark Class loves exploring  

nature at break times and at lunchtime.  

He has a special kit to help him  

discover and explore mini-beasts.  

Charlie has magnifying glasses and viewers.  

He uses them to investigate what  

he finds around the school field.  

 



 
 

 

Year 5 Nature Club 

 
Octopus Class have been busy starting a nature club at break times and lunchtime. They 

have been building dens and shelters using natural materials and recycling plastic. They 

have also been looking for insects, creating habitats on the field. The boys found an 

acorn and planted it, they are hoping for signs of a tree soon! 

 

For tips on how to build a den, follow the link below  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/grownups/8-outdoor-adventures 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/grownups/8-outdoor-adventures


 
 

 

Little Herons Forest School 

Every Friday Little Herons enjoy Forest School. Forest school is 

an outdoor education delivery model in which students visit 

natural spaces to learn personal, social and technical skills. 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The BOY THE MOLE THE FOX AND THE HORSE 
 

 
 

 

Published – 10th October 2019                  

Author – Charlie Mackesy 

Illustrator – Charlie Mackesy                               

 

About the book 

The boy, the mole, the fox and the horse is a 2019 bestselling 

illustrated book by Charlie Mackesy. The book is about a boy who 

needs to find his way home and, on his way, meets a mole, fox and 

horse and then goes on an adventure and comes across challenges 

but never gives up. With the book you can dip in anywhere, it 

doesn’t really have a beginning or ending. In the book, it is full of 

famous sayings like ‘Is your glass half empty or half full’ or ‘asking 

for help isn’t giving up’. 

 

My favourite part 

My favourite part was when the horse said to the boy “Nothing 

beats kindness, it sits there beyond all things”. 

 

Rating 4/5  

 

 

By Faith 



 

Real or rubbish 

 

This week’s real or rubbish is: 

That there are 12 times more trees on earth than there are stars in the Milky Way! Is this 

story real or rubbish? Read the next issue to find out. 

       
By Chloe 
 

 
An interview with...Mrs Green 

  
What is your favourite sweet treat?   My mum’s homemade trifle. 

  
What are your hobbies? Travel and holidays (whether exotic or in our motor home), listening to music or going 
to live events, reading and long walks in the countryside or on the Southwest Coast Path.  
 

What is your favourite sport to watch?  Rugby Union on TV or live when I can. 
  

How do you relax? Reading is my go-to for relaxation, then listening to music, and tricky jigsaw puzzles (Thank 
you Mrs Smith and Lockdown for getting me in to them again!) 
 

What is your dream holiday?  I would love to go back to New Zealand – the most beautiful and wide-ranging 
scenery I have ever seen and closer to home would be Ireland and especially the deserted island, which I 
holiday on frequently for a complete chill! 
 

What is your favourite children’s book? The Twits by Roald Dahl – makes me laugh aloud every time. 
  

Do you have pet?  Not anymore but I do have 2 neighbours’ cats who visit most days – Derek who can’t meow 
or purr and Teddy the one-eyed cat! 
 



 

 

 

 
National Trust '50 things to do before you're 11¾ 

 
Explore nature with the National Trust '50 things to do before you're 11¾' activities. From 

stargazing to crawling through mud looking for animal clues, we have something for every 

young explorer. 

 

We have 50 ultimate activities for you to enjoy, so get out in the fresh air and build a den, 

make your world spin by rolling down a hill or watch stars glitter in the night sky. You will 

be a seasoned adventurer by the time you've managed to try out all 50 activities. And it 

doesn't end there. You can enjoy doing our '50 things' again and again, in all seasons. 

 

 
 



 

 

Easy Honey Flapjacks to take on a Nature Walk 
 

 
Ingredients 

225g butter, plus extra for the tin 

75g caster sugar  

4 tbsp honey  

350g porridge oats 

 

Method 

STEP 1 

Heat the oven to 180C/160C fan/gas 4. Butter and line a 30 x 15cm rectangle 

tin with baking parchment. Melt the butter, sugar and honey in a pan over a 

medium heat, stirring frequently until the butter has melted and the mixture 

is smooth. 

 

STEP 2 

Put the oats in a mixing bowl, and then pour over the butter and honey 

mixture. Stir until all the oats are coated. Tip into the prepared tin, and use 

a spatula or the back of a spoon to evenly spread out the mixture. Cook for 

10-15 mins until lightly golden. Leave to cool in the tin, and then remove 

before cutting into squares. 

 

 

Credit to BBC Good Food  

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/easy-honey-flapjacks 

 

By Chloe 
 

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/easy-honey-flapjacks

